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Contemporary history

Oral rehydration therapy: an epithelial transport success story
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Oral rehydration therapy prevents death in acute watery diarrhoea except in the most severe 1–3% of cholera cases. If started at the onset of illness, weakness, orthostasis, muscle cramps, lethargy, and other symptoms of a contracted circulating blood volume are entirely prevented. Poor countries have rapidly expanded their use of this practical and inexpensive treatment while it has been largely neglected in wealthy nations in favour of the more hazardous and costly luxury of hospitalisation and intravenous therapy. Improved solutions are now emerging that not only rehydrate patients, but also reduce severity and shorten illness. To grasp this opportunity basic physiological research on the intestinal transport of amino acids, dipeptides and tripeptides, and clinical studies of solutions which optimise all cotransport pathways and minimise lumenal osmotic forces are needed. Such research should be connected to practical field trials of improved oral rehydration solutions.

Of the origin of oral rehydration therapy it can be said that nothing is discovered unless it is already known. As it is a decisively effective treatment based on ingredients in common foods and drinks, glimpses of benefit have been repeatedly observed in many countries in what may be called ‘grandmother solutions’. The earliest recorded reference I have found is from Vedic texts. All such home solutions take partial and unwitting advantage of the potent cotransport capacity of the intestine which links the absorption of salt, water, and certain solutes. Unfortunately the empirical knowledge embodied in folk remedies before the scientific discovery of intestinal cotransport and its application to the correct formulation and administration of oral hydration solutions was rarely sufficient to prevent many deaths from diarrhoea. Few ‘grandmother solutions’ were constituted adequately to tread the path of effective hydration without the hazards of hypertonicity or hypotonicity. The commonest oversight in their use was failure to adequately replace losses. Few family members ever thought of drinking the several gallons of soup that may be essential to replace losses in severe cases of diarrhoea.

The scientific basis for oral rehydration therapy evolved in physiology and biophysics laboratories from the late 1940s to the early 1960s. Of particular note were early observations from Oxford University by Parsons and Fisher who first showed in an in vitro preparation of rat small intestine that glucose enhanced the absorption of water. Later the biophysical laboratories of Harvard University fostered investigations of Curran and Crane. A full articulation of the obligatory transport of sodium ions with glucose molecule independent of any metabolism of glucose probably rests with Schultz and Zalusky in 1962 working at the United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine. Had the funding agencies who provided the support needed to carry out esoteric in vitro research on basic transport processes been seeking a way to alleviate death and suffering of the world’s children it is unlikely they would have chosen to support the very investigations that made oral rehydration therapy possible.

Concurrently with the basic science that was in progress in England and the United States there was a resurgent interest in the problems surrounding clinical cholera. Crucial early studies by United States Naval Medical Research Units led by Captain Robert Phillips, first in Egypt in 1947 then in Thailand in 1958, led to an accurate understanding of the pathophysiology of cholera. This provided a firm foundation for understanding other diarrhoeal illnesses and stimulated the establishment by the United States National Institutes of Health of two research units in the midst of cholera endemic areas. One of these was The Pakistan-SEATO Cholera Research Laboratory (now The International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh) in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The other was the
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Johns Hopkins University International Center for Medical Research and Training in Calcutta, India. Investigators at these sites were aware of current research in physiology and biochemistry and rapidly advanced understanding of cholera and related it to other diarrhoeas. Clinical research was linked to patient care and the situations in Dhaka and Calcutta made it obvious that although proper intravenous fluid therapy could guarantee survival of cholera patients, it was equally clear that the vast majority of patients with cholera and cholera like illnesses would never have access to intravenous technology nor be able to afford it. Thus the large numbers of untreated and dying cholera patients provided an enormous stimulus to the search for successful oral rehydration solutions.

Early attempts in the Philippines by Dr Philpills and his colleagues met with some success in showing that glucose could produce net fluid absorption in patients with cholera, but they failed because of excessive sodium concentrations in the solutions, which produced hypernatraemia. Careful intubation studies were then done in Dhaka to define electrical potential changes and ion fluxes produced by glucose-electrolyte solutions of varying composition perfused into actively purging cholera patients. Subsequently both in Dhaka and Calcutta orogastric glucose-electrolyte solutions with well defined boundaries of composition were perfused into actively purging cholera patients and it was shown that oral solutions could successfully rehydrate and maintain hydration. In late 1967 and 1968 treatment of patients, first in the hospital and later in a rural area of Bangladesh, was successful. By 1971 application of oral rehydration therapy to large numbers of victims under the most adverse conditions during the exodus of refugees from war torn Bangladesh was highly successful. Death rates of untreated cholera among refugees were between 30 and 50%. With oral rehydration therapy administered by briefly trained volunteers and packaged in the library at the Johns Hopkins University International Center for Medical Research and Training in Calcutta death rates dropped to less than 3%. In an area where there was medical supervision and where intravenous fluid was used for early rehydration of the most severe cases, mortality was less than 1%. Investigators returning to the United States from Dhaka and Calcutta continued studies on cholera and oral rehydration therapy. In rapid succession the mechanism of action of cholera toxin was shown and the toxin purified. Other related toxins were discovered. The cotransporting capacity of the intestinal epithelium was shown not to be affected by any of the mechanisms producing the vast majority of diarrhoeal illness in the world. A rapid consensus was developed under the aegis of the World Health Organisation (WHO) concerning the composition of a standard solution for oral rehydration therapy. By 1978 the global importance of diarrhoeal diseases was recognised as WHO formed a Control Programme for Diarrhoeal Diseases and the Cholera Research Laboratory in Dhaka was reconstituted as the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research, Bangladesh. A concerted effort has resulted in the majority of poor countries adopting national programmes for control of deaths due to diarrhoea and diarrhoeal diseases.

With these solid accomplishments have come a series of issues including:

1. Continuing dialogue and investigations of the safe and effective compositional boundaries of solutions being used for oral rehydration therapy. Fortunately when used early and in sufficient volumes normal renal perfusion is maintained. The resultant sustained normal renal function permits considerable latitude.

2. The formidable practical problems of storage with timely distribution to those in need coupled with assured safe preparation remain challenging.

3. The place of home solutions of widely varying compositions and instructions for preparation still confounds most national programmes. Thus some excellent and available oral hydration solutions are relegated to obscurity.

4. The best way to train those who will subsequently train others to propagate the most effective use of oral rehydration therapy presents many alternatives, all of which require evaluation.

5. Solutions with improved performance that shorten diarrhoea and improve nutrition are emerging rapidly. Decisions on how and when to advocate these in place of the now standard WHO/United Nations Childrens Fund (Unicef) oral rehydration solution present a problem.

Now in 1989 there are enormous opportunities and with these formidable challenges. Perhaps the first challenge is an urgent need to return to the basics of transport dynamics—the original source of oral rehydration therapy. We have been aware that besides glucose there are other independent cotransport pathways that have not been adequately explored. Amino acids, dipeptides and tripeptides, and other compounds all depend on the sodium ion for their absorption by the gut. Early studies tested glycine and more recently alanine has been tested in solutions for oral replacement therapy.
is clear that these and other amino acids will stimulate the transport of sodium additively to glucose at low concentrations. We need to know the theoretically optimal mix of glucose, peptides, amino acids, and any other compounds important to the transport functions and integrity of intestinal epithelium. We are lacking much of this information. Even with this knowledge, however, there is a very serious obstacle to overcome. The intestine has a very permeable or 'leaky' epithelium exquisitely sensitive to osmotic and hydrostatic forces. Thus oral rehydration solutions must be designed to have the lowest possible osmotic activity to minimise osmotic restraints to the transit of water from the lumen into the blood and lymphatics. The digestive system as a whole provides an extraordinary opportunity to solve the osmotic constraint. It is designed to accept polymers and degrade them at a rate and locus that minimises the accumulation of cleaved small molecules in the gut lumen. In the common diarrhoeal illnesses digestive enzymes which cleave starches and proteins are present in excess perhaps due to the hypersecretory nature of the diseases and their mediators. Thus we can present salt and water to the intestine together with cotransport molecules linked as large osmotically inactive polymers. The problem and possibility then is to define which starches and which proteins provide the best and most digestible mixture of the ultimately desired cotransporting glucose and amino acids. Or more simply stated—what foods are available locally in any situation that will best provide the needed substances to promote solute absorption? Thus science returns to the 'grandmother solutions' but with a very clear agenda in mind.

Observations from the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research in Dhaka in 1978 that solutions for oral rehydration therapy based on rice powder were at least as effective as glucose based solutions have been widely confirmed. Many studies have now shown that both the severity and duration of diarrhoea are considerably reduced and vomiting controlled by cereal based solutions. At present one field trial has been completed that appears to confirm the results of clinical trials—that there are significant advantages to cereal based solutions.

As yet there are no studies that have looked at the kind or amount of proteins needed for optimal absorption of salt and water. It is not known how much the proteins present in the cereals contribute to the improved performance of cereal based oral rehydration solutions. This is a frontier in urgent need of exploration.

Finally it is important to emphasise that the main reason that the use of digestible polymers improves the performance of these solutions is that more cotransporting molecules can be made available with little or no osmotic penalty. Thus solutions such as rice water or other dilute starch or protein solutions for oral rehydration fail to make use of the main rationale for which a cereal based solution was introduced. Because of the fortunate finding that natural food polymers outperform commercially processed monomers there is a real risk of confusion and relapse to a potpourri of ineffective or inadequate home solutions. The principle of providing maximum cotransporting molecules at the lowest lumenal osmolality with the correct concentrations of salts and giving enough to replace all losses must be kept clearly in focus, taught effectively, and propagated without distortion for the fullest and most effective application of oral rehydration therapy.

The future holds several promises if we do our job properly. First and foremost, except under true famine conditions, all households now have cereals and salt with which effective oral rehydration solutions can be made. Communication of knowledge is needed and when successful there will be few deaths due to acute watery diarrhoea. Second it is likely that through research and the technology of the food processing industries a new family of polymeric solutions can be produced and conveniently packaged at low cost. Third it is likely that even wealthy 'developed' countries may adopt early use of oral rehydration therapy in diarrhoea and there will be great savings in the unnecessary hospitalisations now required for intravenous replacement therapy. This will reduce complications that accompany hospitalisation and indwelling vascular lines.

There will of course be many problems and controversies about how best to make use of what we know. I have entirely avoided crucial issues in the treatment of diarrhoea—that is, nutrition and what and when to feed. Implicit in what I have said about food polymers and oral rehydration therapy, however, is the fact that feeding should accelerate the resolution of diarrhoeal illnesses. This is largely true and many would say that there is no need of food based oral rehydration—we can simply use standard glucose based solutions and feed proteins and complex carbohydrates. This is in fact a viable alternative that is being explored. If food polymers are used for oral rehydration solutions when does one feed? My current answer is as soon as a patient is able and willing to eat. What to feed is a large area of concern and inquiry of itself.

The special problems of treating neonates or premature babies have not been addressed in this
discussion. How successfully oral rehydration ther-
apy can be pressed for the treatment of the youngest
infants still demands further work. That breast
feeding can and should be maintained is very clear.
It should be noted, however, that there may be an
added margin of safety in thepolymer based oral
rehydration solutions. If not cleaved by digestive
action the starches and proteins pass rapidly out
without the hazard of osmotic diarrhea because of
their intrinsically low osmolality.

This paper was presented at the Annual Meeting of the British
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